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(57) Abstract: The invention relates to a counting mechanism (2) for

counting the number of spray doses, for example in combination with

spray dose inhalers. A counting mechanism according to the inven-

tion comprises a cap (7), a counting wheel (8), and a control wheel

(9), all of which have a substantially circular shape, are concentric in

relation to each other and, upon each spraying, are acted upon via a

rod-shaped pin (32), which is arranged at right angles to the inner sur-

face of the control wheel (9) and is connected to the control wheel (9)

via a spring member (33), such that a dosing step is counted by the

counting mechanism (2). The counting mechanism (2) has a minimal
effect on the spray flow and on the dose size of the sprayed substance

since only the rod-shaped pin (32) is introduced into the spray chan-

nel.
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TITLE

COUNTING MECHANISM, AND SPRAY DOSE INHALER WITH SAID

COUNTING MECHANISM

5

TECHNICAL FIELD

The invention relates to a counting mechanism for counting the number of

doses delivered from a container and comprising means for connection to

10 the container. The invention also concerns a spray dose inhaler into which a

spray container can be introduced and comprising a counting mechanism for

counting the number of doses delivered from the spray container.

BACKGROUND ART

15

It has become increasingly common for medicines to be administered by

being sprayed into the mouth or nose. For this purpose, spray dose inhalers

have been developed which deliver one dose of medication per spray.

However, a considerable problem with the spray dose inhalers which have

20 hitherto been made available is that they do not have means for indicating

how many doses remain in the spray container. This means that many spray

containers are discarded long before they are empty, and in many cases

even when they are only half empty. There is therefore a great need for a

counting mechanism in order to be able to monitor the spray consumption in

25 a spray dose inhaler.

However, it has proven very difficult to obtain a reliable counting mechanism

which does not adversely affect the function of the inhaler since spray

administration is a method which is very sensitive to external disturbances. A

30 counting mechanism for a spray dose inhaler must therefore have a structure

which does not cause variations in the size of the delivered doses, which
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does not create spaces where the active substance can accumulate, and

which does not in any other way interfere with the function of the inhaler.

No satisfactory solution to the above problems has as yet been put forward.

5

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

The present invention nevertheless makes available a counting mechanism

which is of the type discussed in the introduction and which largely avoids

10 the problems mentioned above. An arrangement according to the invention

is mainly characterized in that the counting mechanism comprises a cap, a

counting wheel, and a control wheel, all of which have a substantially

circular shape and are concentric in relation to each other, the cap having an

outer surface and an inner surface, and a flange-like cap edge projecting

15 from the periphery of the inner surface, and comprising a gear ring which is

arranged inside the flange-like cap edge on the inner surface of the cap, an

indicator window in the form of a through-opening in the cap, two

concentrically arranged inner flanges which project centrally from the inner

surface of the cap and of which a first inner flange is arranged radially inside

20 a second inner flange and projects a distance beyond the second inner

flange, and in that the first inner flange has a radially projecting locking

tooth, and the counting wheel has an outer surface and an inner surface and

is arranged directly next to the cap with the outer surface of the counting

wheel directed towards the inner surface of the cap, the counting wheel

25 comprising a centrally arranged through-hole with a shape and size

corresponding to the shape and size of the second inner flange of the cap, at

least one stop tongue which projects from the periphery of the counting

wheel and is arranged to engage in and cooperate with the gear ring

arranged on the inner surface of the cap, and a gear ring arranged on the

30 inner surface of the counting wheel, near the periphery of the counting

wheel, and a measurement scale arranged on the outer surface and placed
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so that it is visible through the indicator window, and in that the control wheel

has an outer surface and an inner surface and is arranged directly next to

the counting wheel, with the outer surface of the control wheel directed

towards the inner surface of the counting wheel, the control wheel

5 comprising a centrally arranged through-hole with a shape and size

corresponding to the shape and size of the first inner flange of the cap and

having a recess arranged on the periphery of the hole, which recess has a

shape which substantially corresponds to the shape of the locking tooth

arranged on the cap and with a size which slightly exceeds the size of the

10 locking tooth, so that a predetermined clearance exists between the locking

tooth and the edges of the recess, at least one stop tongue which projects

from the periphery of the control wheel and which is arranged to engage in

and cooperate with the gear ring arranged on the inner surface of the

counting wheel, and a rod-shaped pin which is arranged at right angles to

15 the inner surface of the control wheel and is connected to the control wheel

via a spring member, and in that the stop tongue of the control wheel is

oriented in a tangential direction which is opposite to the direction of the

gear ring and stop tongue of the counting wheel, and in that the direction of

the teeth in the gear ring of the cap coincides with the tangential direction of

20 the stop tongue of the control wheel, and furthermore in that the number of

stop tongues and the number of teeth are identical for the counting wheel

and for the control wheel.

Although not essential to the invention, it may be expedient, for production

25 reasons and assembly reasons, that the first and second inner flanges of the

cap, and the centrally arranged through-holes in the counting wheel and

control wheel, are substantially circular with a radius corresponding to the

radius of the first and second inner flange, respectively, of the cap.

30 It is also advantageous for the stop tongues on the counting wheel and

control wheel to be arranged to spring in the radial direction, as a result of
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which the stop tongues bear with a certain spring force against the teeth of

the gear rings of the counting wheel and cap. Radial direction is understood

as a radial direction in towards or out from a centre axis running through the

counting mechanism.

5

The number of doses which the counting mechanism is able to count

depends on the clearance between the locking tooth, arranged on the inside

of the cap, and the corresponding recess in the control wheel, and also on

the number of teeth in the gear rings of the counting wheel and cap. For

10 counting mechanisms intended to count up to 130 doses, the clearance

should be about 3° and the number of teeth should be 46. For counting

mechanisms intended to count 130 to 240 doses, the clearance should be

1.5° and the number of teeth should be 82. The clearance is calculated by

dividing 360° by the number of doses which the counting mechanism is

1 5 intended to be able to count, after which a whole 1 ° is added to the result.

The number of teeth must be evenly divisible by the number of stop tongues,

plus one extra tooth.

A suitable spring member for connecting the rod-shaped pin to the control

20 wheel, and for transferring forces acting on the rod-shaped pin to the control

wheel, is a flat spring. The spring member can be a separately manufactured

component, but it is advantageously made integral with the rod-shaped pin

and the control wheel, for example by injection-moulding of plastic.

25 The invention also concerns a complete spray dose inhaler of the type

discussed in the introduction. A spray dose inhaler according to the

invention is characterized mainly in that the counting mechanism is

arranged substantially on the outside of the inhaler and comprises a cap, a

counting wheel, and a control wheel, all of which have a substantially

30 circular shape and are concentric in relation to each other, the cap having an

outer surface and an inner surface, and a flange-like cap edge projecting
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from the periphery of the inner surface, and comprising a gear ring which is

arranged inside the flange-like cap edge on the inner surface of the cap, an

indicator window in the form of a through-opening in the cap, two

concentrically arranged inner flanges which project centrally from the inner

5 surface of the cap and of which a first inner flange is arranged radially inside

a second inner flange and projects a distance beyond the second inner

flange, and in that the first inner flange has a radially projecting locking

tooth, and the counting wheel has an outer surface and an inner surface and

is arranged directly next to the cap with the outer surface of the counting

10 wheel directed towards the inner surface of the cap, the counting wheel

comprising a centrally arranged through-hole with a shape and size

corresponding to the shape and size of the second inner flange of the cap, at

least one stop tongue which projects from the periphery of the counting

wheel and is arranged to engage in and cooperate with the gear ring

1 5 arranged on the inner surface of the cap, and a gear ring arranged on the

inner surface of the counting wheel, near the periphery of the counting

wheel, and a measurement scale arranged on the outer surface and placed

so that it is visible through the indicator window, and in that the control wheel

has an outer surface and an inner surface and is arranged directly next to

20 the counting wheel, with the outer surface of the control wheel directed

towards the inner surface of the counting wheel, the counting wheel

comprising a centrally arranged through-hole with a shape and size

corresponding to the shape and size of the second inner flange of the cap

and having a recess arranged on the periphery of the hole, which recess has

25 a shape which substantially corresponds to the shape of the locking tooth

arranged on the cap and with a size which is slightly greater than the locking

tooth, so that a predetermined clearance exists between the locking tooth

and the edges of the recess, at least one stop tongue which projects from

the periphery of the control wheel and which is arranged to engage in and

30 cooperate with the gear ring arranged on the inner surface of the counting

wheel, and a rod-shaped pin which is arranged at right angles to the inner
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surface of the control wheel and is connected to the control wheel via a

spring member, and in that the stop tongue of the control wheel is oriented in

a tangential direction which is opposite to the direction of the gear ring and

stop tongue of the counting wheel, and in that the direction of the teeth in the

5 gear ring of the cap coincides with the tangential direction of the stop tongue

of the control wheel, and furthermore in that the number of stop tongues and

the number of teeth are identical for the counting wheel and for the control

wheel, and in that the outside of the spray dose inhaler is provided with

coupling members for connecting the counting mechanism to the spray dose

10 inhaler, the coupling members comprising a through-hole through which the

rod-shaped pin of the counting mechanism can be introduced, the hole being

positioned so that the rod-shaped pin is in contact with the spray container

and is acted upon and deflected and/or changes position when the spray

container moves in the first part of the spray dose inhaler.

15

Since the invention allows the counting mechanism to be arranged almost

entirely on the outside of the inhaler, with only the very small rod-shaped pin

situated inside the inhaler, the counting mechanism by and large does not in

any way affect the flow through the inhaler. This means that the doses

20 delivered retain a constant size, and that the risk of active substance

accumulating in the inhaler as a result of the action of the counting

mechanism is practically nonexistent.

The dose scale arranged on the counting wheel is placed in an annular

25 configuration on the outside of the counting wheel and is either ascending or

descending, depending on whether the counting mechanism is to indicate

how many doses have been administered or how many doses remain. The

dose scale is preferably a numerical scale, with the dose number being

indicated in steps of 1, 2, 5, 10, 25 doses or in other dose steps if deemed

30 appropriate. Alternatively, or in addition to this, it is however possible to

imagine using a colour scale, for example ranging from green through yellow
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to red. For example, the last 10% of the doses can be indicated by red or

another differing colour. As the counting wheel is turned round during use,

new parts of the dose scale successively appear through the indicator

window in the counting mechanism cap. The indicator window is preferably

5 provided with an arrow which points to the dose number in each position.

The counting mechanism can be provided with a built-in stop position. Such

a counting mechanism is discarded when it has counted the predetermined

number of doses for which it has been designed. It is also possible to

10 produce re-usable counting mechanisms without built-in stop devices. Such

a stop device can be provided, for example, by arranging a pin on the inside

of the cap, which pin runs in a groove in the counting wheel.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

15

The invention will be described in greater detail below with reference to the

illustrative embodiments shown in the attached figures, where:

Figure 1 shows a spray dose inhaler with a counting mechanism according

20 to the invention;

Figures 2a and 2b show an outer casing for a counting mechanism

according to the invention;

25 Figures 3a and 3b show a counting wheel for a counting mechanism

according to the invention;

Figures 4a and 4b show a control wheel for a counting mechanism according

to the invention;

30
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Figure 5 shows an exploded view of a spray dose inhaler with associated

components;

Figure 6 shows a spray dose inhaler with an attachment arrangement for a

5 counting mechanism according to the invention;

Figure 7 shows a cross section through a spray dose inhaler and a counting

mechanism according to the invention; and

10 Figure 8 shows an exploded view of a counting mechanism according to the

invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

15 Figure 1 shows a spray dose inhaler 1 which is provided with a counting

mechanism 2 arranged substantially on the outside of the inhaler. The spray

dose inhaler 1 has an upper tubular part 3 into which a spray container 4 is

introduced. The spray dose inhaler 1 also has a lower tubular mouthpiece

part 5 which is angled in relation to the upper part 3 and which emerges via

20 an opening 6 from which the contents of the spray container 4 are delivered.

When using the spray dose inhaler 1 , the mouthpiece part 5 is placed in the

user's mouth and the spray container 4 is pressed further down in the upper

part 3 of the inhaler 1 . A dose is thereby released and is sprayed into the

user's oral cavity.

25

The counting mechanism 2 consists of three main components, namely a

cap 7, a counting wheel 8, and a control wheel 9. Arranged on the outside is

the substantially circular cap 7, the latter thus serving as an outer casing for

the counting mechanism 2. The cap 7 is provided with an indicator window

30 10, and on the inside of the cap 7 there is a gear ring 11 in which the

number of teeth 1 2 is adapted to the number of doses in the spray container.
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Such a cap is shown in Figures 2a and 2b. Figure 2a shows the outside of

the cap 7, i.e. the side directed away from the inhaler when the counting

mechanism is fitted on an inhaler, and Figure 2b shows the inside of the cap,

i.e. the side directed towards the inhaler when the counting mechanism 2 is

5 fitted. The teeth 12 are inclined and slope in a first tangential direction. In

Figure 2a the teeth 12 are shown with an inclination anti-clockwise in the

figure. The cap 7 is additionally provided with a coupling arrangement

comprising several parts and intended to cooperate with a corresponding

coupling arrangement on the inhaler 1. The coupling arrangement on the

10 inhaler 1 is shown in detail in Figure 6 and will be described in detail in the

description of Figure 6. The coupling arrangement on the cap 7 comprises,

on the one hand, a cap edge 1 3 projecting at right angles from the plane of

the cap 7 and an almost rectangular pin 14 projecting from the cap edge 13,

and, on the other hand, a centrally arranged cylindrical first inner flange 15.

15 Moreover, the cylindrical inner flange 15 has a locking tooth 16 projecting

radially from the outer surface of the inner flange 15.

Arranged concentrically to the outside of the cylindrical inner flange 15 there

is an annular second inner flange 17 which has less height above the inner

20 surface of the cap than does the cylindrical first inner flange 1 5, and which is

intended to serve as coupling member between the cap 7 and the counting

wheel 8. The cylindrical first inner flange 15 here fulfills the additional

purpose of being a coupling member between the cap 7 and the control

wheel 9.

25

Arranged inside of the cap 7, or outer casing, there is a counting wheel 8 of

the type shown in Figures 3a and 3b. The counting wheel 8 has a

substantially circular shape, with a central and circular through-hole 20. In

the same way as in Figures 2a and 2b, the counting wheel 8 in Figure 3a is

30 shown from the outside, which is the side directed outwards and away from

the inhaler 1, and Figure 3b shows the inside, which is the side of the
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counting wheel 8 directed inwards and towards the inhaler 1 . As can be seen

from Figure 3a, the outside of the counting wheel 8 is provided with a

numerical scale 21 which is intended to continuously indicate the number of

doses remaining in the spray container 4. In the illustrative embodiment

5 shown, the doses are indicated in intervals of 5. In some cases it can of

course be expedient to count the doses in another way, for example in

individual doses or in intervals of two doses, ten doses, 25 doses, and so on,

depending on how many doses in total are present in the spray container 4.

The counting wheel 8 is either numbered in ascending sequence, so that the

10 number of doses used is indicated, or in descending sequence, so that the

number of doses remaining is indicated. The numerical scale 21 is visible

through the indicator window 10 on the cap. As can be seen for example

from Figure 2, the indicator window 10 can be provided with an indicator

arrow 19 which points to the current number of doses. Moreover, the last

15 doses, for example the last 10% of the doses, are marked in a different way,

preferably with a different colour such as red.

As with the cap 7, a gear ring 22 is arranged on the inside of the counting

wheel 8, about its periphery. The number of teeth 23 is adapted to the

20 number of doses which are to be counted, and the teeth 23 are oriented in

the opposite direction in relation to the teeth 1 2 on the cap 7, which means

that the teeth 23 in Figure 3b slope clockwise. In addition, the counting

wheel 8 is provided with three stop tongues 25 arranged symmetrically about

the outer edge 24 of the counting wheel 8. The stop tongues 25 are

25 designed in such a way that they have a certain spring capacity, upon radial

loading, in towards or out from the centre of the counting wheel 8. As will be

observed in Figures 3a and 3b, the stop tongues 25 have a free pin-shaped

part which is directed along the periphery of the counting wheel 8 and which

ends in a stop edge 26. In the example shown, the free parts of the stop

30 tongues 25, as can be seen from Figure 3b, are directed clockwise about the
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periphery of the counting wheel 8. The stop tongues 25 thus have the same

direction as the teeth 23 of the counting wheel 8.

The third part of the counting mechanism 2 is the control wheel 9 shown in

5 Figures 4a and 4b. The control wheel 9 is also substantially circular in shape

and is provided with three resilient stop tongues 30 which are distributed

symmetrically about the periphery of the wheel 9 and have a free part which

springs radially and ends in a stop edge 31 . However, the stop tongues 30 of

the control wheel 9 are directed in the opposite direction in relation to the

10 stop tongues 25 of the counting wheel 8. In addition, the control wheel 9 has

a rod-shaped pin 32 which is arranged at right angles to the inside of the

control wheel 9, which is the side of the control wheel 9 intended to be

directed towards the inhaler 1 . The pin 32 is connected to the control wheel

9 via a flat spring member 33. A circular hole 34 is arranged centrally

1 5 through the control wheel 9 and has a recess 35 arranged on the periphery

of the hole 34, which recess 35 has a shape corresponding substantially to

the shape of the locking tooth 16 arranged on the cap 7. When the counting

mechanism 2 is assembled, the locking tooth 16 is in fact intended to be

introduced into the recess 35 of the control wheel 9, in the manner of a key

20 in a lock. As has previously been mentioned, it is intended that there should

be a certain clearance or play between the locking tooth 16 and the edges of

the recess 35, which clearance has a predetermined size and contributes to

defining the size of the counting steps which the counting mechanism 2

registers.

25

Figure 5 shows how the different parts are joined together to form a

complete inhaler 1 with counting mechanism 2 and spray container 4. The

spray container 4 is introduced into the upper tubular part 3 of the spray

dose inhaler 1 , and the counting mechanism 2 is fitted on the outside of the

30 upper tubular part 3 of the spray dose inhaler 1 , near the transition to the

mouthpiece part 5.
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Figure 6 shows in detail the appearance of the coupling arrangement

provided on the spray dose inhaler 1 . The coupling arrangement comprises

a circular outer flange 40, which projects from the surface of the inhaler 1

5 and which has an outer ring 41 and also an inner ring 42 which projects

farther than the outer ring 41 and has an external radius corresponding to

the internal radius of the projecting cap edge 13 on the cap 7 of the counting

mechanism 2. A recess 43 is also provided in the outer ring 41 for

cooperation with the substantially rectangular pin 14 arranged on the cap

10 edge 13. Thus, the counting mechanism 2 is fitted with the cap 7 tight over

the outer ring 41 of the coupling arrangement of the spray dose inhaler 1,

and with the pin 14 on the cap edge 13 inserted into the recess 43 on the

outer ring 41 of the coupling arrangement.

15 The spray dose inhaler 1 also has a centrally arranged annular inner flange

45 whose internal diameter corresponds to the external diameter of the

cylindrical first inner flange 15 on the counting mechanism cap 7. The

annular inner flange 45 arranged on the spray dose inhaler 1 has a gap 46

through which the locking tooth 16 arranged on the cylindrical first inner

20 flange 15 of the counting mechanism cap 7 can project.

The spray dose inhaler 1 finally has a through-hole 47 arranged between the

inner flange 45 and outer flange 40 of the coupling arrangement. The

through-hole 47 is designed such that the rod-shaped pin 32 arranged on

25 the control wheel 9 can be introduced through the wall of the spray dose

inhaler 1 and into the inside of the spray dose inhaler. The hole has a

diameter which is substantially the same as the diameter of the rod-shaped

pin 32. Although the hole 47 and the rod-shaped pin in the illustrative

embodiment shown have a circular cross section, it is possible, within the

30 scope of the invention, to use holes/pins with edged or oval cross sections.
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Figure 7 shows how the spray dose inhaler 1 looks when the counting

mechanism 2 has been fitted and the spray container 4 has been introduced

into the upper tubular part 3 of the inhaler 1. The rod-shaped pin 32 of the

control wheel 9 is introduced through the hole 47 in the inhaler wall, and the

5 hole 47 is positioned in such a way that the pin 32 is thereby in contact with

the spray container 4 in such a way that, when the spray container 4 is

pressed into the inhaler 1 , the spray container 4 presses the pin 32 in its

direction of movement. In so doing, that part of the pin 32 located inside the

inhaler 1 is deflected and/or angled in the downward direction in Figure 7.

10 This means that the flat spring 33 connecting the pin 32 to the control wheel

9 acts on the control wheel 9 in a direction opposite to the direction of

movement of the pin 32 and spray container 4. The cooperation between the

various parts of the counting mechanism 2 will be readily understood by

referring to Figure 8, from which figure it clearly emerges how the directions

15 of movement of the different gear rings 1 1 , 22 and stop tongues 25, 30 relate

to each other. When the rod-shaped pin 32 is pressed downwards in the

inhaler (as is shown in Figure 7), the control wheel 9 is therefore rotated

clockwise, viewed axially in the direction from within the inhaler 1. However,

the rotation can only occur as far as is permitted by the clearance between

20 the locking tooth 16 of the cap 7 and the corresponding recess 35 on the

control wheel 9. By means of this rotation, one of the three stop tongues 30

arranged on the control wheel is additionally moved to a new position

between two teeth 23 of the counting wheel 8. When the load exerted by the

spray container 4 on the rod-shaped pin 32 ceases, the pin 32 returns to the

25 substantially horizontal position shown in Figure 7 and the control wheel 9

springs back to its initial position, which corresponds to the control wheel 9

rotating anti-clockwise as far as is permitted by the clearance between the

locking tooth 16 of the cap 7 and the corresponding recess 35 on the control

wheel 9. During this movement, one of the stop tongues 30 of the control

30 wheel 9 rests with its outer stop edge 31 against a tooth 23 of the counting

wheel 8. In this way, the return movement is transmitted to the counting
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Wheel 8 which thus rotates anti-clockwise and counts one step, which can be

observed in the indicator window 10 of the cap 7. At the same time, one of

the locking tongues 25 on the periphery of the counting wheel 8 is moved to

a stop position between two teeth 12 of the gear ring 11 of the cap 7, which

5 means that a subsequent clockwise rotation of the control wheel 9 does not

act on the counting wheel 8, since clockwise rotation of the counting wheel 8

is prevented by the fact that the outer stop edge 26 of one of the locking

tongues 25 of the counting wheel bears against one of the teeth 12 of the

cap 7 and prevents clockwise rotation.

10

In the examples shown in the figures, the position of the rod-shaped pin 32

is such that the control wheel 9 rotates clockwise when the spray container 4

is pressed into the inhaler 1 upon administration of a spray dose. However,

this is not a necessary condition for the invention. It is therefore possible to

15 envisage the pin 32 being positioned instead on the diametrically opposite

side of the control wheel 9. Such positioning would mean that the control

wheel 9 first rotated anti-clockwise when the spray container 4 was pressed

into the inhaler 1. Of course, such an arrangement would additionally mean

that the direction of rotation, like the direction of the different gear rings 11,

20 22 and stop tongues 25, 30, would be opposite to those directions described

above.

A counting mechanism 2 according to the invention can advantageously be

produced by injection moulding of plastic. It is of course also possible to

25 envisage combinations of plastic components and other materials, or

counting mechanisms made completely or partially of metal.

Although the counting mechanism has been described in association with a

spray dose inhaler, it is of course possible to use the counting mechanism in

30 all contexts where a substance is to be sprayed in doses. For example, the

counting mechanism can be used for spraying cosmetics or the like. In
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addition, spray dose inhalers in which the dosed substance is administered

into the nose are of course also intended to come within the scope of the

invention.
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CLAIMS

1 . Counting mechanism (2) for counting the number of doses delivered

from a container (4) and comprising means for connection to the container

5 (4), characterized in that the counting mechanism (2) comprises a cap (7), a

counting wheel (8), and a control wheel (9), all of which have a substantially

circular shape and are concentric in relation to each other, the cap (7)

having an outer surface and an inner surface, and a flange-like cap edge

(13) projecting from the periphery of the inner surface, and comprising a

10 gear ring (11) which is arranged inside the flange-like cap edge (13) on the

inner surface of the cap (7), an indicator window (10) in the form of a

through- opening in the cap (7), two concentrically arranged inner flanges

(15, 17) which project centrally from the inner surface of the cap (7) and of

which a first inner flange (15) is arranged radially inside a second inner

15 flange (17) and projects a distance beyond the second inner flange (17), and

in that the first inner flange (15) has a radially projecting locking tooth (16),

and the counting wheel (8) has an outer surface and an inner surface and is

arranged directly next to the cap (7) with the outer surface of the counting

wheel (8) directed towards the inner surface of the cap (7), the counting

20 wheel (8) comprising a centrally arranged through-hole (20) with a shape

and size corresponding to the shape and size of the second inner flange

(17) of the cap (7), at least one stop tongue (25) which projects from the

periphery of the counting wheel and is arranged to engage in and cooperate

with the gear ring (11) arranged on the inner surface of the cap (7), and a

25 gear ring (22) arranged on the inner surface of the counting wheel (8), near

the periphery of the counting wheel (8), and a measurement scale (21)

arranged on the outer surface and placed so that it is visible through the

indicator window (10), and in that the control wheel (9) has an outer surface

and an inner surface and is arranged directly next to the counting wheel (8),

30 with the outer surface of the control wheel (9) directed towards the inner

surface of the counting wheel (8), the control wheel (9) comprising a
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centrally arranged through-hole (34) with a shape and size corresponding to

the shape and size of the first inner flange (15) of the cap (7) and having a

recess (35) arranged on the periphery of the hole (34), which recess (35)

has a shape which substantially corresponds to the shape of the locking

5 tooth (16) arranged on the cap (7) and with a size which slightly exceeds the

size of the locking tooth (16), so that a predetermined clearance exists

between the locking tooth (16) and the edges of the recess (35), at least one

stop tongue (30) which projects from the periphery of the control wheel (9)

and which is arranged to engage in and cooperate with the gear ring (22)

10 arranged on the inner surface of the counting wheel (8), and a rod-shaped

pin (32) which is arranged at right angles to the inner surface of the control

wheel (9) and is connected to the control wheel (9) via a spring member

(33), and in that the stop tongue (30) of the control wheel (9) is oriented in a

tangential direction which is opposite to the direction of the gear ring (22)

15 and stop tongue (25) of the counting wheel (8), and in that the direction of

the teeth (12) in the gear ring (1 1 ) of the cap (7) coincides with the tangential

direction of the stop tongue (30) of the control wheel (9), and furthermore in

that the number of stop tongues (25, 30) and the number of teeth (12, 23)

are identical for the counting wheel (8) and for the control wheel (9).

20

2. Counting mechanism according to Claim 1, characterized in that the

number of stop tongues (25, 30) on the periphery of the counting wheel (8)

and of the control wheel (9) is a prime number, and in that the stop tongues

(25, 30) are symmetrically distributed about the periphery of the respective

25 wheel (8, 9).

3. Counting mechanism according to Claim 1 or 2, characterized in that

the first and second inner flange (15, 17) of the cap (7), and the centrally

arranged through-holes (20, 34) in the counting wheel (8) and the control

30 wheel (9), are substantially circular with a radius corresponding with the
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radius of the first and second inner flange (15, 17), respectively, of the cap

(7).

4. Counting mechanism according to Claim 1, 2 or 3, characterized in

5 that the stop tongues (25, 30) on the counting wheel (8) and the control

wheel (9) are arranged to spring in the radial direction.

5. Counting mechanism according to any of Claims 1 to 4, characterized

in that the number of teeth (12, 23) on the counting wheel (8) and the control

10 wheel (9) is 46, and in that the number of stop tongues (25, 30) on the

counting wheel (8) and the control wheel (9) is 3, and in that the clearance

between the locking tooth (16) and the recess (35) is approximately 3°.

6. Counting mechanism according to Claim 1 , characterized in that the

15 spring member (33) is a flat spring.

7. Spray dose inhaler (1) with an inside and an outside, comprising a

first tubular part (3) into which a spray container (4) can be introduced, a

second tubular mouthpiece part (5) which is angled in relation to the first part

20 (3) and which emerges into an opening (6) from which the contents of the

spray container (4) can be delivered, and comprising a counting mechanism

(2), characterized in that the counting mechanism (2) is arranged

substantially on the outside of the inhaler (1) and comprises a cap (7), a

counting wheel (8), and a control wheel (9), all of which have a substantially

25 circular shape and are concentric in relation to each other, the cap (7)

having an outer surface and an inner surface, and a flange-like cap edge

(13) projecting from the periphery of the inner surface, and comprising a

gear ring (11) which is arranged inside the flange-like cap edge (13) on the

inner surface of the cap (7), an indicator window (10) in the form of a

30 through-opening in the cap (7), two concentrically arranged inner flanges

(15, 17) which project centrally from the inner surface of the cap (7) and of
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which a first inner flange (15) is arranged radially inside a second inner

flange (17) and projects a distance beyond the second inner flange (17), and

in that the first inner flange (15) has a radially projecting locking tooth (16),

and the counting wheel (8) has an outer surface and an inner surface and is

5 arranged directly next to the cap (7) with the outer surface of the counting

wheel (8) directed towards the inner surface of the cap (7), the counting

wheel (8) comprising a centrally arranged through-hole (20) with a shape

and size corresponding to the shape and size of the second inner flange

(17) of the cap (7), at least one stop tongue (25) which projects from the

10 periphery of the counting wheel and is arranged to engage in and cooperate

with the gear ring (11) arranged on the inner surface of the cap (7), and a

gear ring (22) arranged on the inner surface of the counting wheel (8), near

the periphery of the counting wheel (8), and a measurement scale (21)

arranged on the outer surface and placed so that it is visible through the

15 indicator window (10), and in that the control wheel (9) has an outer surface

and an inner surface and is arranged directly next to the counting wheel (8),

with the outer surface of the control wheel (9) directed towards the inner

surface of the counting wheel (8), the control wheel (9) comprising a

centrally arranged through-hole (34) with a shape and size corresponding to

20 the shape and size of the first inner flange (15) of the cap (7) and having a

recess (35) arranged on the periphery of the hole (34), which recess (35)

has a shape which substantially corresponds to the shape of the locking

tooth (16) arranged on the cap (7) and with a size which slightly exceeds the

size of the locking tooth (16), so that a predetermined clearance exists

25 between the locking tooth (16) and the edges of the recess (35), at least one

stop tongue (30) which projects from the periphery of the control wheel (9)

and which is arranged to engage in and cooperate with the gear ring (22)

arranged on the inner surface of the counting wheel (8), and a rod-shaped

pin (32) which is arranged at right angles to the inner surface of the control

30 wheel (9) and is connected to the control wheel (9) via a spring member

(33), and in that the stop tongue (30) of the control wheel (9) is oriented in a
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tangential direction which is opposite to the direction of the gear ring (22)

and stop tongue (25) of the counting wheel (8), and in that the direction of

the teeth (12) in the gear ring (11) of the cap (7) coincides with the tangential

direction of the stop tongue (30) of the control wheel (9), and furthermore in

5 that the number of stop tongues (25, 30) and the number of teeth (12, 23)

are identical for the counting wheel (8) and for the control wheel (9), and in

that the outside of the spray dose inhaler (1) is provided with coupling

members (40, 43, 45, 47) for connecting the counting mechanism (2) to the

spray dose inhaler (1 ), the coupling members comprising a through-hole (47)

10 through which the rod-shaped pin (32) of the counting mechanism (2) can be

introduced, the hole (47) being positioned so that the rod-shaped pin (32) is

in contact with the spray container and is acted upon and deflected and/or

changes position when the spray container (4) moves in the first part (3) of

the spray dose inhaler (1).
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BASIC-ABSTRACT

:

NOVELTY - A cap (7) has a gear ring and an inner flange
with projecting locking teeth. A counting wheel (8) has
a gear ring and stop tongues which engage with the gear
ring of the cap. A control wheel (9) has recess and
stop tongues to engage with locking teeth of the cap
and gear ring of counting wheel, respectively.

DESCRIPTION - The cap, counting wheel and control wheel
of circular shape are arranged by a pin. The cap has an
indicator window (10) for displaying counting wheel
measurement scale indication. The stop tongues on the
counting wheel and the control wheel are arranged to a

flat spring in the radial direction. The number of gear
teeth and stop tongues of counting wheel and control
wheel are 46 and 3, respectively. The clearance between
the locking teeth and the recess is approximately
3degrees

.

An INDEPENDENT CLAIM is also included for spray dose
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inhaler with counting mechanism.

USE - For spray dose inhaler.

ADVANTAGE - The counting mechanism indicates the number
of doses remaining in the spray container or how many
doses have been administered, as the cap has locking
teeth to engage with stop tongues of counting wheel and
recess of control wheel, respectively. Avoids
discarding spray dose inhaler before empty.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWING (S) - The figure shows spray dose
inhaler with counting mechanism.

Cap (7)

Counting wheel (8)

Control wheel (9)

Indicator window (10)
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